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DATA & DISRUPTORS

Having the right information at the right time is what separates the best engineering firms from the laggards.

Not all knowledge is created equal. And in today’s AI- and machine learning-enabled world, that couldn’t be truer. Engineers are inundated daily with volumes of data to sift, sort and scrub. How is the data entered, where does it reside and how is it housed for future projects? The answer to those questions can determine how efficient and effective the next product development initiative unfolds. Simply put: data determines success.

In the Summer/Fall edition of Engineering Intelligence Review, IHS Markit explores disruptors and how engineers are rethinking how knowledge is produced, disseminated and consumed. In a recent quantitative research study conducted by Lifecycle Insights and IHS Markit, the most common method used to track down information (62 percent) was employees going source to source collecting information—in many cases physically walking door to door.

That is incredibly surprising given our current technological environment. It’s a perfect entry point, however, for the theme of this edition of EIR. The survey also identifies the various types of information that respondents access on a daily or weekly basis, as well as outcomes of difficult-to-find information. An in-depth look at the survey results begins on page 6.

This is followed by articles about disruptive technologies (e.g., digital threading) and new standards for blockchain (see page 15). While many pilots have launched over the last few years, blockchain standards are critical to ensure conformity and remove complexity of use. Currently, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is working with the food industry on a conformity assessment project. The ability to track and trace food from the field to the table using blockchain is a gamechanger for the industry.

The last two articles focus on data items to transform the aerospace industry and gamification to help employees understand standardization in the business environment. It’s estimated that the PC global gaming market will reach $33.6 billion by 2020. And who is driving those numbers? The up-and-coming Gen Z employees. It’s this generation that companies are relying on to explain the value and importance of business standards to colleagues and managers through the use of gaming—two games to be exact. Learn more about this initiative on page 20.

The content in this edition of EIR covers a variety of areas for engineers to evaluate and implement new ideas into their workflow.

Happy reading!

By John R. Yuva, Editor
jyuva@ACBusinessMedia.com
Are you missing a piece of the puzzle?

Engineers use standards to ensure quality control, interoperability, compliance and safety. But while standards dictate the desired output or outcome of a project, they don’t always provide the guidance that engineers need to best implement the standards’ requirements.

To fill in this missing piece of the puzzle, IHS Markit offers applied technical reference works that help engineers implement and apply standards and related documents in line with industry best practices and thought leaders.

Customers of the Knowledge Collections by IHS Markit receive access to trusted, world-class, exclusive digital reference content, made easily discoverable via patented search technology and interactive elements.

Knowledge Collections help engineers:
- Accelerate research time by up to 30 percent by finding needed information quickly and easily;
- Reduce errors and other project risks by using the most up-to-date industry best practices; and,
- Mitigate knowledge loss via enterprise-wide knowledge sharing and by incorporating annotations.

Visit ihsmarkit.com/KC to learn more about how the Knowledge Collections by IHS Markit can help your engineers put all the piece of the puzzle in place.
A recent survey reveals that digitization of information is not always the remedy for project effectiveness and efficiencies.

**THE SCALE OF TODAY’S INFORMATION NEEDS**

What information do we need in product development today? What methods are people using to get that information? What challenges might be related to those issues? Getting answers to these questions is where we’ll start.

**TYPES OF INFORMATION USED**

In the survey for this study, we asked respondents to cite how frequently they accessed 13 different types of information. Respondents stated that they needed eight of these information types on a weekly or daily basis. There are natural categories of these information types that we’ll use for analysis.

One crucial category of information in development comes from engineering. Fifty-nine percent of the study’s respondents stated they accessed not only released design specifications and information, but also archived data as well. This is no great surprise, as design documentation is a touchstone for identifying how products need to be produced. Such information can be used in new development projects as a baseline of assumptions to make improvements. Interestingly, 62 percent also cited they access engineering notebooks from current and past projects. This is a revealing statistic because of the knowledge that such items often capture. Engineering notebooks represent a historical trail of information and calculations.
INFORMATION OVERLOAD in Digital Product Development

that engineers used to make design decisions. New design efforts should build on past efforts. However, such artifacts are often very informal types of documentation, and engineers differ greatly in how they capture ideas and formulas.

Another key source of information in development are standards and references. Sixty-nine percent of respondents cited the need to access applied reference works daily or weekly. Sixty-seven percent stated the need to access industry standards in the same time frame. These two types of information sources act as a different foundation for good decisions. Such references and standards allow engineers to address design issues with proven knowledge.

A third source of information comes from IT systems. Sixty-one percent of respondents cited the need to get information from enterprise software systems, which includes enterprise resource planning, product lifecycle management, supply chain systems and much more. These tools contain a vast array of data, ranging from effectiveness dates for parts to the status of change orders to inventory volumes and delivery lead times.

These sources of information merely represent the categories that must be accessed more frequently. Many more are necessary at key phases of development. We’ll explore those in more detail in future articles. But the point is clear. Stakeholders in development need access to substantial information to make the right decisions at the right time.

METHODS FOR FINDING INFORMATION

We now know what types of information are needed most often in
DIGITAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

METHODS FOR FINDING INFORMATION

- **62%**
  - Provide employees with multiple logins to various IT systems.

- **42%**
  - Search through paper-based documentation.

- **34%**
  - Use of enterprise insights engines targeted at engineering and technical information.

- **26%**
  - Use of enterprise insight engines focused on general use.

product development, with clues that many are needed intermittently. But how do users access that information? What are the inherent advantages and disadvantages of each approach? Let’s look at what the study’s findings tell us.

Can you guess the most common method used to track down information? Sixty-two percent state that they have employees go from source to source, collecting the information. For some, this means reaching out to a point of contact for an information type using digital methods like email or messaging tools. However, for many more, this means physically walking across the building, knocking on an office door and asking someone face-to-face for the information.

Some organizations assign new hires this responsibility, calling them “go-fors,” an apt name for the dedicated employee that has to go-for-this and go-for-that. There may certainly need to be more face-to-face interaction in modern companies. However, this isn’t the most effective method of accessing information.

The second most frequently used method of information access is to provide employees with multiple logins to various IT systems (42 percent). This method is more effective than physically looking for information. However, it has drawbacks. Employees must find a way to safely and securely manage many credentials. But more importantly, they must learn how to use a wide range of IT systems. Keep in mind that sometimes specific types of information are only needed once a month. Employees will find it challenging to use an IT system effectively using it that infrequently.

Lastly, 42 percent of respondents search through paper-based documentation. Modern product development may very well run digitally, but we all know that development efforts ran on paper at some point in the past. Those past development projects are a key source of information that can help engineers make better decisions today. Some companies go through an initiative to digitize that documentation, but not all do. Forcing employees to physically and visually search such physical records is an incredibly inefficient method of finding information.

Note that insights engines and search tools were on the list, just farther down. Thirty-four percent
cited the use of enterprise insights engines targeted at engineering and technical information. Twenty-six percent cited the use of enterprise insight engines focused on general use.

**IMPACT ON THE BUSINESS**

Based on the study’s findings, we know that engineering departments must access a wide array of information frequently during development. The findings also tell us that they use some fairly old methods to access that information. We know the combination of these findings point toward some real pain points. But let’s be frank: does it matter? In this section, we’ll shift our focus to look at the performance of development organizations to see if everything is humming along smoothly.

**TIME SPENT FINDING INFORMATION**

A key question from the study asked how much time development stakeholders spent simply looking for all that information we discussed earlier in this article. What was the average for the study’s respondents?

Fourteen hours per week.

That is not a typo. The average amount of time that a product development stakeholder spends looking for information is 14 hours per week. Now, let’s assume that one of these employees works 40 hours a week. The average time spent looking for information represents 35 percent of their workweek, leaving only 26 hours to dedicate to design work or research. Of course, we all know that isn’t how it goes. If you have an impending deadline, your hours spike to achieve that goal, even if you work nights and weekends. It is not uncommon for engineers and scientists to work a 60- or even 80-hour week during those times.

What would these stakeholders do if they could recoup just half of those 14 hours a week spent searching for information? If it means they hit their deadlines faster, they could recover the personal time they would otherwise lose. Furthermore, it might enable them to investigate new alternatives or uncover better designs. There are implications for both the individual and the organization.

**THE OUTCOMES OF DIFFICULT-TO-FIND INFORMATION**

Recovering lost time isn’t the only organizational performance issue related to the timely access of accurate information. In the study, we quantified other problems that are hints of development issues. The respondents to the study’s survey cited the following issues on a monthly basis.

❯ Fifty-three percent experience a high number of change orders.
❯ Thirty-three percent (33 percent monthly) have a failed round of prototypes and testing.
❯ Forty percent have high scrap rates and non-conformances.
❯ Forty-five percent incorrectly order parts.
Many factors, of course, contribute to these issues. However, gaining access to the right information at the right time for the right decision plays a major part in each of these issues. So information access isn’t just about time and productivity. The lack of access manifests in product development in a variety of ways.

**FINAL OUTCOMES**

Change orders, failed prototypes and incorrectly ordered parts are all problematic. But they are often not the primary means by which product development success or failure is measured. One of the primary benchmarks is the ability to successfully release documentation from engineering on time. When missed, it becomes incredibly difficult to recover, compromising the on-time launch or delivery of products. We measured this key metric in the study.

How did the respondents’ organizations perform in this study? On average, 17 percent of their projects required a surge of 10 percent or more resources to hit design release. This is a common practice in engineering. When projects fall behind, they pull engineers off projects with later design release dates to have them work on the most urgently lagging one. The projects represented by this 17 percent would have missed design release without this extra effort. That extraordinary effort, however, doesn’t always work. Some projects fall so far behind that they can’t be saved. An additional 17 percent of projects miss design release completely, likely even with a resource surge.

These projects that require extra resources and hit and miss design release, represent the culmination of all the other issues cited in this article. The change orders, failed prototypes and high scrap rates are affected by poor methods to find the right information for the right decision in development. Those problems, in turn, directly affect an organization’s ability to hit design release, to their detriment.

**TAKEAWAYS**

In recent years, the product development process has increasingly transformed from a physically-driven process to a digitally-powered one. With that, product development stakeholders are leveraging a broad array of information for key decisions. While much of that information are now in digital forms, the methods of accessing that information are still basic, with go-for employees tracking down things manually.

The outcome of this scenario isn’t just painful. It has a real impact on organizational performance. Today, product development organizations frequently experience multiple change orders, many rounds of failed prototypes and high rates of scrap. Even more concerning, many of today’s development projects miss design release, despite desperately shifting resources from project to project.

Note that leveraging tools that provide access to the right information at the right time for the right decision can help stem this tide. Enterprise insights engines are specifically designed to solve this problem. We’ll talk more about this in another article in this series. Stay tuned.

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

CHAD JACKSON is an analyst, researcher and blogger providing insights on technologies used to enable engineers. He is a frequent publisher, speaker and researcher on critical topics that empower executives to reap more value from technology-led engineering initiatives in less time, with more surety, and less disruption. Learn more at www.lifecycleinsights.com.
The human brain is really good at processing and recognizing patterns. Within the brain, each neuron can transmit 1,000 nerve impulses per second and make as many as tens of thousands of synaptic contacts with other neurons. Replacing it is impossible (at least today), but augmenting the human brain with advanced technologies has become a hot topic for companies across all industries.

With machine learning (ML), for example, we give a machine an input data set, and then teach the machine to identify patterns and make predictions. To do that, we have to supply a machine with a data set ("assisted learning") that’s annotated by engineering experts. That way, the machine knows the patterns to look for and can learn very quickly from the annotations that you give it, to make predictions.

We can look at the Gartner Hype Cycle for emerging technologies and see that two years ago ML was at the peak of the Hype Cycle. Today, it’s not even on the 2019 version of the Gartner report. That’s because ML is now ubiquitous; that’s how fast things are happening. This is just one example of why it’s important to know where technology is on the growth curve and how quickly technologies get to market, including innovations like augmented reality, the digital twin, the knowledge graph, and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).

THE DIGITAL TWIN

Right now, the “digital twin” is all the buzz, and has reached the peak of the Gartner Hype Cycle. The Digital Twin is essentially a digital model (or twin) of an asset that includes everything from design specifications to operational data. It’s how we can effectively take a physical asset—a turbine, an automobile, a motor—and create a digital representation of that asset throughout its life cycle, from birth to obsolescence. It also allows for continuous monitoring, assessment and diagnostics. Right now, much of that is being done with IIoT.

It’s an amazing edge-computing technology where you’re collecting performance data on these assets, and then matching that data up against the digital representation of the design of that asset, which is usually stored in the product lifecycle management (PLM) system, or with model-based engineering in a 3D PLM system.

Companies can use advanced technologies like machine learning and digital threading to solve even the toughest problems faster and more efficiently.
THE DIGITAL THREAD

Even more ambitious and promising is the digital thread, also referred to as “digital threading.” Broadly defined, the digital thread is a framework that connects data and data flows for an item or asset across all phases of the product life cycle. It really comes down to the number of data points for an asset. Even the simplest asset can have a mind-boggling number of links to information about that item that reside in multiple disparate systems. Think of where information resides—in PLM systems, ERP systems, SharePoint, project files, third-party sites, emails and much more—and you begin to understand the scope of connecting the dots. This is where digital threading holds promise by emulating the way we solve problems and understand complex issues within our own brain.

THE DIGITAL TWIN AND DIGITAL THREAD

Right now, digital threading is missing from the Gartner Hype Cycle; it’s under-defined. According to an Industry Week article, “Demystifying the Digital Thread and Digital Twin Concepts,” the communication framework that allows a connected data flow and integrated view of the asset’s data throughout its life cycle across traditionally siloed functional perspectives, the digital thread raises the bar for delivering “the right information to the right place at the right time.” So how does digital threading improve and expand on the digital twin? The digital twin falls short when it comes to unstructured data. For example, what if the performance data on an engine goes wildly out of spec? Platforms today are implementing rules and some ML to try to tell that system what to do and how to respond to that failure. But digital threading utilizes technologies and concepts such as natural language processing (NLP), deep learning and semantic analysis to connecting information to the digital twin.

So now, to solve an enterprise problem, teams of people process data on a daily basis and then use that information to solve even the most complex enterprise problems.

DIGITAL THREADING TO SOLVE ENGINEERING PROBLEMS

The question really becomes, how can digital threading solve the types of mega-engineering problems we see in the headlines today? Many of these problems cross multiple complex systems and may involve billions of data points across all the connections. It’s a painful process that, quite frankly, many companies are not equipped to handle. They sometimes simply give up, cut their losses and move on. Needless to say, it’s a huge impact to the organization and the people within that organization.

Digital threading solves the challenge around the sheer number of data points that need to be connected to solve problems and make better decisions. Digital threading uses AI technologies to automatically sift through big data, connect critical information and create navigable relationships that don't currently exist outside of your brain.

DIGITAL THREADING LEADERS

IHS Markit is at the forefront of Digital Treading using artificial intelligence capabilities of their Goldfire software, utilizing advanced AI concepts such as deep learning and semantic analysis. IHS Markit utilizes a proprietary deep search algorithm for Digital Threading which is on the bleeding edge of AI technologies, trained on technical content and tuned to solve problems and mine answers deep in a virtual “neural network” of technical
knowledge. IHS Markit does not look at it as structured content or even text. Instead, everything is a vector upon which a series of mathematical equations analyze the information and identify connection/linkages. These are then used to populate a “knowledge graph”—think of this as “plotting the stars” in your enterprise knowledge universe. The connections between those data points form the ability to create insights and make informed decisions. Data with interpretation becomes knowledge.

IHS Markit utilizes a proprietary deep search algorithm for Digital Threading which is on the bleeding edge of AI technologies, trained on technical content and tuned to solve problems and mine answers deep in a virtual “neural network” of technical knowledge.

To learn more about IHS Markit’s Goldfire solution, powered by world-class Artificial Intelligence technologies including cognitive search, machine learning and natural language processing, visit www.ihsmarkit.com/goldfire.
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As more companies launch blockchain pilots, the IEEE is working on new standards for easier and safer use in industrial applications.

Blockchain is on the minds of many people—and for good reason. The value of blockchain in our day-to-day lives came to light when I took my father-in-law to the emergency room earlier this year. During the check-in process, he was asked a series of questions such as the state of your current health? What medications are you taking? And what type of insurance do you have? As we moved through the admittance process—and from the emergency room to the cardiac room to a private room—the same questions kept coming up.

Meanwhile, the hospital staff wasn’t really taking care of my father-in-law; they just needed answers to their questions. I became frustrated at one point and blurted out, “Wow, blockchain could fix this whole problem.” I asked the nurse why we kept going over the same questions, and she said they needed to verify the information was entered into the system correctly.

Again, blockchain could really fix that problem, streamline the hospital admittance process, and make life a lot easier for the patient and for the healthcare providers.
Blockchain Ethics

Blockchain Isn’t Bitcoin

Everyone’s talking about blockchain right now, and not all of the conversations are positive. Bitcoin, for example, has a nefarious background. But bitcoin isn’t blockchain, nor is blockchain bitcoin. Blockchain is simply a ledger that accounts for the exchange of bitcoin. It’s a set of transactions or an accounting system that is replicated in each “block.”

As the blocks are replicated, the original transaction is appended but never altered. This makes blockchain immutable and tamper-proof; it’s one recorded source of the truth. In other words, you can enter a transaction into blockchain and it resides there forever, beginning with the original transaction.

Some people like blockchain because it’s a sort of “anti-establishment” financial system. The concept is now entering into industrial applications, with a focus on using blockchain for processes like data tracking and auditability. A perfect setting for emergency rooms, for example.

A clinical trial is another great example of how the technology can significantly streamline a complicated, lengthy process. These trials involve myriad entities, including CROs, trial sponsors, patients and labs. All of the data gathered eventually goes to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for approval. Because that data is being shared in multiple ways, the auditing process is extremely difficult.

This is where blockchain shines. By providing one-recorded source of the truth, it can reliably tell us everything about Patient A—from the time he or she started the trial until it’s finished—and in an immutable environment.

Efficiency Through Autonomy

Autonomous systems tend to make people uncomfortable. Let’s say you engage in a smart contract with a patient named Adam, who signs the informed consent. The contract then continues executing itself until all of the conditions are met. That’s how an autonomous system works, but it also raises questions like, who wrote the contract? What are the terms and conditions? Can they be adjudicated?

These are the potential issues that give us pause and concern.

We also have to consider end-user empowerment through data agency. Thus, when we talk about a patient owning his or her profile on the blockchain, that means whomever designs the blockchain must have ethical design considerations. After all, we’re talking about a complete patient user profile. Hence, there are concerns about security, the environment, data transparency and anonymity of that data. All of these ethical issues must be considered when using blockchain—a technology with great potential but still requiring human intervention.

Put simply, creating smart contracts without the idea of real adjudication—and verification without validation—is one of the biggest issues we’ll have to work through with blockchain. The notion that “if it’s on blockchain then it must be true” isn’t accurate. If all you’ve done is put garbage on the system, then only time-stamped garbage comes out. You can’t fix a problem. It’s only made worse with poor data on an infinite blockchain.

The New World

Right now, no one is really regulating bitcoin. It’s a peer-to-peer (P2P) system being backed by people who set their own rules. And while we would hope that the system keeps everyone honest, whether that actually occurs remains to be seen. Now, there are ways to validate blockchain. One way is with consensus-designed validation rules. Designed to “push” blockchain through the system, consensus validation presents ethical implications—particularly on the security front.

For example, when you use human intervention to speed up the system and help more organizations adopt it, you can taint the security of the blockchain. This is critical to remember in a world where new consensus-design validations are born every day.
Also emerging are new blockchain consortia focused on helping companies transition from blockchain proof of concept to pilot to actual production in their operations. But what happens when those projects are completed? What’s the exit strategy? These are important points because you can’t create a blockchain and hand it over to Adam (the patient) and let him take over. Blockchain doesn’t work that way.

Finally, we have to think about the impact of blockchain silos. If every group has its own blockchain, for example, then they’re not interoperating. Instead, they’re going from chain to chain.

The question is, how do we fix the problem of decentralization and move toward everyone sharing information? In the spirit of driving blockchain adoption, a new problem is created amid tech startups simply trying to survive in this “new” world. But is anyone paying attention?

And because blockchain is actually a trustless environment, organizations also have to consider who they are (or aren’t) going to trust to use blockchain. This is critical because blockchain was designed to take trust out of the process. This presents some interesting transparency issues that still need to be worked through.

Right now, IEEE is in the middle of a conformity assessment project on blockchain for food, so we’re working closely with a number of food processing plant manufacturers in Europe. Traceability is a big issue for agriculture and for the food supply chain. It’s about tracing the supply chain from the source (the farm), through processing, onto the distributor, out to the retail outlet and right to the consumer. Much goes into that supply chain.

Most of the food producers we speak with want to use blockchain, but don’t want the complication of relying on blockchain engineers to understand the appropriate platform and consensus algorithm for their circumstances. They want the IEEE to provide a certified system that warranties that a blockchain system is going to work for their specific applications. Thus, remove the uncertainty out of the process. Could we trace from the point of the farm all the way to the consumer? This is especially important in the organic food world, where the end product costs more and consumers want to know if that apple, carrot or head of lettuce was really grown organically. The same approach can be used for products like romaine lettuce, whose supply chain wasn’t digitized (as proven in the recent E. Coli outbreak). The problem is that if you don’t have a digital record of where the lettuce came from, what good is the blockchain?

These are the types of questions and concerns that we’re working through as we continue to develop standards for blockchain. Some of the standards are already in place, but there are more to come as organizations continue to embrace and use this immutable ledger. We’re educating on both the good and bad of these advanced technologies, whether it’s blockchain, artificial intelligence or machine learning.

**BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS**

The biggest challenge with blockchain currently is not so much the technology itself. The technology’s there. It’s about how we’re going to change all of our business processes to work within this environment. When it comes to decentralization, transparency, autonomy and what data you are/are not going to enter into blockchain, you need to look at how it’s going to interoperate with your Oracle, SAP or other ERP system.

And because blockchain is actually a trustless environment, organizations also have to consider who they are (or aren’t) going to trust to use blockchain. This is critical because blockchain was designed to take trust out of the process. This presents some interesting transparency issues that still need to be worked through.
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ESDU: EXCELLENCE IN ENGINEERING METHODS & DATA ANALYSIS PRODUCES ASTEROID

New Data Item could lead to dramatic effects in aircraft aerodynamics.

Maybe not as dramatic as John F. Kennedy’s declaration “… time for this nation to take a clearly leading role in space achievement,” but what if…? What if we could improve the air flow across aerostructures such that the performance of aircraft and airplanes could be increased substantially more than the cost to manufacture tighter tolerances? Improved fuel efficiency? Reduced pollution? Cheaper flights to Hawaii?

How would you go about identifying, measuring and approaching those design changes? What systems, processes or methods need to be developed to support such an endeavour?

When these questions transcend companies, technologies, industries, organizations need a proven approach to producing the authoritative works required – an ESDU ‘Data Item’ that can be leveraged to drive innovation, implement safety enhancements, and realize cost savings … and maybe open up the world through cheaper flights with less emissions.

ESDU (the Engineering Sciences Data Unit, formerly the Technical Department of the UK Royal Aeronautical Society) has just achieved another major milestone in its nearly 80 years of developing validated ‘Data Items’ for a wide range of engineering applications. The latest major ESDU...
The Aircraft Noise Committee of cards or of typing the listing provided in the Data Item.

users were offered the option of being supplied with a pack of rectangular plates including sandwich panels, was issued and No. 73003, on the buckling of orthotropic and isotropic plates.

In the course of the development of a team of engineers who, with the encouragement of independent Committee Members, all of whom are experts in their fields. Committee Members can contribute in person or virtually.

As enduring as the B52 Stratofortress, the philosophy of the work produced by ESDU and the method of doing that work remains: ESDU's fundamental role is to develop rigorously validated methods and offer them to industry, academia and technical institutions (e.g. research laboratories) from around the world.
Gamification is helping more people understand and engage with standardization in today’s business environment.

This year, more than 2.4 billion people around the globe will pick up their phones or tablets to play mobile video games, according to Activision Blizzard Media. The PC gaming industry is expected to reach $33.6 billion by 2020 (up from an estimated $28 billion in 2017) and the global gaming market was estimated to be worth $28.5 billion in 2018 (a 4.9 percent increase over 2016).

Many of the people driving those numbers belong to either the millennial or post-millennial (Gen Z) generation, the latter of which is now aged 4-24. We’re at a point where we need these “customers of the future” to help explain the value of standards to their peers, co-workers and managers.

To engage these disruptors and standards ambassadors of the future, we created The Big Hack and The Wow Game. From a marketing point of view, we’re looking at it from the vantage point of a 14-year-old child who enjoys playing games, wonders about the world and enjoys taking on challenges.

THE BIG HACK
Using this as a baseline, we’ve created an app meant to raise the awareness about standards in a fun and educational way. The Big Hack, for example, opens with a storyline about how cybercriminals have hacked into a computer system and left everything from computers to mobile phones to road traffic in a quandary. The head of state pleads for help in saving the country, and the gamer takes over from there. The game walks players through 100 questions (four sets of 25 queries) about daily life, with the answers...
all relating to standards. They play the game, get points, receive direct feedback on correct answers and get a chance to rank on the leaderboard.

The goal of The Big Hack was to raise awareness about standards in a fun and educational way, focusing on youngsters (from 12 – 17), but the game can be fun for everyone.

To date, we’ve had over 4,000 downloads of the game and witnessed varied usage depending on the marketing effort behind it (it’s not Fortnite, where kids play on their own without any additional marketing). We received substantial publicity for the game when we introduced it, and a good side effect is that it has led to a lot of positive engagement with high-level stakeholders.

It’s important to put a cross-department effort into the creation and marketing of the game itself. Games work particularly well in enforcing the value of standardization, but you have to work to constantly develop, redevelop and add new things to the games to keep users engaged—a reality that also applies to standards. You also need to have the right marketing in place to keep it going.

THE WOW GAME

With The Wow Game, we wanted to raise awareness about standards, train players, and help them understand the standardization process in a fun and educational way. The game focuses on young professionals, but can be used by anyone.

Compared to The Big Hack, this game is a bit different, but it also starts with the customer. Just like organizations are always looking for new committee members—and especially younger committee members—we’re doing the same. We introduced a program to attract new experts to our committees. Now, these individuals are not really into video games, but they do enjoy working with tools and playing old-fashioned board games.

To reach them, The Wow Game is a board game that shows and explains the importance of standardization in their own companies. The game kicks off with a two-minute introductory video explaining the situation and the rules of play. The gameplay itself is pretty easy: All stakeholders are sitting around
STANDARDS GAMES

IT’S CALLED THE WOW GAME, AND IT’S ESSENTIALLY A BOARD GAME FOCUSED ON TRAINING AND HELPING PLAYERS UNDERSTAND THE STANDARDIZATION PROCESS IN A FUN AND EDUCATIONAL WAY.

a table. The standardizer is there to support the game, lead the process and build a consensus. There are three rounds: an initial proposal; drawing up a standard and receiving comments; and developing a final standard. (Whether the end result is actually a standard depends on the game itself).

I’ve played The Wow Game several times and found that people get into their roles and play the game as if they want to win. The post-game evaluation process is a particularly important aspect of the game. Also important is the role of the standardizer, who is very visible and leads the evaluation. Thus, the people around the table talk to each other about what has happened during the process. That’s a serious part of the game, but obviously it’s mostly about having fun together.

END RESULTS COUNT

For The Wow Game, we also developed a sheet where the end results are tallied. The Wow Game, for example, was developed by standardizers and professional game designers.

We’ve had over 50 game plays with 350 participants so far. The game supports new committee members and helps them understand how standardization works. We use it within our program to renew universities, along with other solutions. We give them the full catalog of standards, but that is not enough to really explain what standards are and how they’re used.

This is where the game proves its value. We also use the game to introduce our new colleagues to the field of standardization. These are usually the new consultants that support the committees, or sales and marketing professionals and financial experts who need a better understanding of the environment that they’re operating in. We’ve developed and published training programs for customers, one of which we’re now developing a board game for on the topics of safety and security.

As you can see, the value of gamification in standards is widespread. It starts with developing ambassadors—an initiative that can be attempted in various ways, including gamification. The same games can be used to attract new customers and engage younger generations in technical subject matter that they might not otherwise be exposed to.

In addition to the game development itself, organizations also need to use advertisements, events, training and education about standardization programs to help enforce the value of standards. The scale goes from youth to universities to organizations to decision-makers—and everyone in between—with the most important criteria being awareness, understanding and competence/knowledge.

It’s time to immerse yourself in the world of new customers with games. Even in a world where all customers, employees and solutions are different, the fun factor is binding. People like to have fun, and if you can learn by having fun (or, just have fun learning), it really helps.

---
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